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Carrots 
We have two different groups  
this year : one will organise the 
content for the next assembly.  
We don't have yet a place to host it,  
we shared several ideas but they  
were not proposals from local groups. 
 If you have any proposal, please 
contact the carrots group ! Also this 
group is not so big, so if you would 
like to help with organisation, don't 
hesitate ! The second group will think 
and search about organizing an RtF 
camp for this year or the next one 
(one option is to organize something 
against the destruction of primary 
forests in Poland). 

 If you want to join, please contact us !  
➡ carrots@lists.reclaimthefield.org

Please tell the people 
around you who 
participate in RtF 

dynamics to suscribe 
to the european 

general list because 
most of the 

important infos 
are passing 
through this 

list. 

➡ Here's the link :  
http://reclaimthefields.org/mailing-lists

Here some information as  
a preview to the notes of the assembly 
in freiburg in january 2017. 

 
If you are administrating a mailing 
list but you're not involved anymore, 
please transfer the codes so that 
people who are more available  
and reactive can handle it !!

We need more people who will 
join and keep updated the website 
content, etc. Please read the notes of 
the workshop that took place  
in Freiburg in you're interested in it,  
and write to 
➡ contactrtf@riseup.net

  There is a bulletin group  
for this year, but we still need : 

Texts ! News from your project, calls for 
actions linked to rtf, reflections but also 
songs, crosswords, games… Be creative 
and send your contributions to  
bulletin@lists.reclaimthefields.org

People to join the group, receive 
and organise the texts with us. 
But also, and most of all, people 
who can translate texts ! At least in 
german, french and english but other 
languages are welcome !  
For more info please read  
the notes of the assembly.

Important 

informations
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Finance
The finance group is formed now of 3 peo-

ple, we don't need to be more but the group is 
open anyway. The aim of the working group 
is to manage the money we have at the mo-
ment Finally we have a bank account in swit-
zerland. 2 people will have credit cards and 
access codes to handle it online. The carrot 
group will have an email adress to contact the 
finance group. The money can be divided in 
two parts : 3000 euros for the camps organi-
sation, and  we had 2700 euros for communi-
cation and organisation of assemblies, print-
ing stuff, support with transportation costs 
(1500 were already spent for this assembly). 
The idea is to recover after each assembly  
the money we spent for it. 

The state of the current finances is positive. 
For sure we will not have too much money, 
so if we imagine supporting groups under re-
pression, organise more assemblies, pay for 
transport or organise rtf camp, it would be 
good to get ideas how to raise more money. 
For example to organise soliparties or making 
callouts to foundations. This is the task of the 
assembly, not of the finance group.

Webtools used  
in RtF network

Crabgrass  
 Platform created by Riseup; used 
by different RtF group (like Carrots, 
Bulletin, FInancial). It would be good 
if people who want to be involved in 
one of these group learn how to use 
the platform. During the assembly 
there is a little Workshop on how  
to use Crabgrass.

Mailing lists 
 (general mailing list and others).  
There are 20 mailing lists but just 
few are active. Task for this assembly : 
to check what kind of mailing lists 
we have and if they are active. we 
need to clarify who administrates 
the lists and ask this people to pass 
the codes so they can be activated 
again. There is a e-mail list called 
rtfpropaganda which was supposed 
to transfer knowledge ans skill about 
the use of informatic tools, but now 
it's handled by one person, so we 
depend on if he's available or not. 
A solution should be found to that.

➡ To suscribe to a mailing list, there is a section  
on the old website for now (reclaimthefields.org)

Website 
We have two of them : 
reclaimthefields.org and 
reclaimthefields.noflag.org.uk.  
We need more people who will join 
and keep updated the website - 
content, etc. There is a meeting  
for this thematic group at this 
assembly to check how we can use 
these tools, how to organize website, 
how to migrate the content from 
the old website to the new one. 

Bulletin
The bulletin is one important voice of the 

RtF constellation. Usually there is a bulle-
tin group for each bulletin - it's composed  
by people who have done already a bulletin 
and also new people who just join at the eu-
ropean assembly. 

Presentation and updates from 
the thematic / working groups
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The bulletin contains : a summary of the 
assembly, calls for actions linked to Rtf, texts,  
reflections but also songs, crosswords, games… 
Be creative and send us your contributions  
for the next bulletin !!!

Usually the bulletin appears at least in three 
languages. The translation of the texts is not 
the work of the bulletin group. There is al-
ways help for/with translation needed... if 
you have time & pleasure, please contact us !  
There is a bulletin list to communicate inside 
the group, and a crabgrass group also.

NEWS :

In our working group we discussed if we should  
go on with the idea of making two bulletins per year,  
and we decided that no. We gona try to make one,  
a good one. The texts published in the bulletin 
involve only their authors responsibility and don't 
look to represent any positions for RtF. During our 
discussion the question appeared how we react if 
we don't agree with a text or if we use non-gendered 
languages when translating articles. We, the bulletin 
group 2017, want to communicate to the network that 
it's important for us to use non-gendered language. 
● The challenge at the moment is to stick to the 
deadlines, but also the to organise translations.  
it's not easy to find enough translators.
● There are lots of people at the beginning but in the 
end only 2 people that finish the bulletin, so would be 
great to find a way it does not happen like this again. 

The previous bulletins can be found  
on the websites. Also contact us if you want to join  
the bulletin team !! 

➡ Contact  : bulletin@lists.reclaimthefields.org

Carrots 
Have the task to prepare the logistics  
and the content of the next assembly  
and camp. Everyone is welcome to join.

OTHER GROUPS THAT APPEAR  
AND DISAPPEAR : 

Access to land

Gender questions 
Important issue for RtF. There was 
the idea to talk about it at this 
assembly, but it was not prepared.
One person from the south-east 
group in france shared their group 
experience : they worked on the 
topic of gender. They started by 
having a non-mixed workshop and 
started to create follow-ups about 
how we will talk about it or not in 
mixed groups. Also they exchanged 
lived experiences of oppresion as 
women in a rural context and this 
also gave birth to another group, 
a theatre group. They created a 
piece of theatre that can be played 
in different places, assemblies, 
schools, with interractions with 
the public (theatre-forum).

Nomadism in agriculture  
Formed by people that were not 
settled, travelling. It makes sense to 
meet and discuss how they organise. 
Some more info in the presentation 
of Caravane intergalactique. 

Infotour in Greece 
It was an idea coming at the english 
assembly and a mailing list was 
created but now it's dead. We had  
a contact in greece but she's not 
there anymore. The idea was 
interesting and maybe it's a good  
to continue discussing if people  
are interested, but someone has  
to be really interested and available.  
Until then the tour project is stopped.

Solidarity seeds 
This group supports & forms a 
network that works to autonomous 
food production and food sovereignty 
especially in the Syrian, Turkey and 
Lebanon region. It was formed 
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last year at the assembly in Warsaw. 
We talked about access to seeds  
and food and repression.  
The group wasn't very active - 
internet communication tools  
were created, but never used.  
But it's possible to make this group 
born again - at the assembly there 
was a discussion about the situation 
in Syria and news from (not only 
RtF) local groups that support 
the struggles in Syria, reproduce 
seeds and send them there to help 
with building a network for food 
sovereignty in this region. 
 A RtF local group in Austria did 
solidarity actions during the last year 
to this topic. They collected seeds 
and money and sent it there.

SWITZERLAND
At the moment it is forbiden to cultivate genet-
ically modified organisms (GMO) in switzerland. 
This moratorium will probably be prolongued 
by the swiss parliament until 2021.
Research about genetically modified plants  
is still allowed and done. Agroscope, a public 
institution runs since 2014 a 3 hectar experi-
menting field (protected site) which is protected  
by two fences & cameras and heavily guarded, 
so that they can research in peace, without sab-
otages. The protected site is somehow accept-
ed or ignored by the population (still mostly 
against GMOs) and is said to be an example for 

other experimental fields in europe.
Resistance against GMO : A network in Switzer-
land is writing texts and published a booklet 
about GMOs (The Field of control). They also 
did an infotour about GMO-Research. Different 
regional groups are built. The Bulletin Rhizom 
was published, it is used to spread informa-
tion and news about research and struggles 
against GMOs (https://rhizom.noblogs.org).  
Some direct actions have taken place in the 
past years. After one of these two people were 
arrested - the group calls for support to pay 
the justice costs. For next year some anti-rep-
events are planed. Also a seedsharing sunday 
will take place. (12.2.17 Basel) On the 20 of May 
the yearly Demonstration against Monsanto 
and Syngenta will take place in Basel and close 
to Lausanne (Monsanto regional hedquarters in 
Morges).

ROMANIA

In Romania it is allowed to cultivate GM-corn, 
but is less and less done. All over the country 
research for big agrochemical-enterprises are 
made by public institutions. These informa-
tions are less and less accessible for the public.  
The broad public opinion is against GMOs. 
Nevertheless the cultivation of GM-Plants is 
pushed by the agricultural university and oth-
er schools.  Also representives of agriculture 
and some politicians campaign for the use of 
OGM. At the moment there is no big resistance 
against OGM, just a few direct actions.

FRANCE

In France rather hidden GMO are used.  
Only plants that are transgenetical -if a gene 
of a kind is put into another- are called OGM. 
There exist a lot of other mutation techniques 
to change genetics of a plant. A big network is 
existing in France for the maintainig of peasant 
seeds, who's also spreading news about GMO. 
There are also information evenings and dis-
cussions organised by field liberators. Some di-
rect actions took place in the eastern pyrenees 
against mutagenesis-modified sunflowers.
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From 28. to 30 of April an international assem-
bly of resistances against GMOs is gonna take 
place in Bretagne. Would be nice to connect RtF 
to that.

AUSTRIA

The austrian company Schwinhofer  
cuts wood in Romania to plant transgenetic 
trees to produce wood fuel.

SYRIA

In war and crisis zones food supply and the 
use of hybridplants are often used to introduce 
people to dependence and promoted as 
modern seeds. At the moment there are NGOs 
distibuting genetical modified food to the 
people close to Kobane.

BRUXELLES

This autumn the monsanto-tribunal took place.

In the plenum the question appeared,  
how we can use encounters, like today  
at the RtF assembly, to strenghten  
the movement ? One idea was to invite each 
other to get to know each other more.  
The group from Switzerland invites and  
can also come to other places for infotours.

WORKSHOP EFFECTIVE 
MICROORGANISM 

EM = Effective Micro-organisms 
➡ https://resiste.squat.net/uploads/2014/11/ 
how-to-cultivate-EM.pdf

When we’re talking about effective micro-or-
ganisms (EM) we mostly mean a bunch of differ-
ent species of micro-organisms with beneficial 
effects for processes in all natural environments. 
Effective Microorganisms consist of beneficial 
and non-pathogenic microorganisms such 
as Lactic Acid Bacteria, Yeast, and Phototro-
phic Bacteria, which are found everywhere : 

on our skin, in water, in the air, in food etc.  
By choosing certain kinds of micro-organisms  
and by increasing their concentration in a cer-
tain place we can do super cool things. 

But before going deeper into HOW we can 
actually get these beneficial results and make 
powerful and magnificent EM liquid by our-
selves, I’m gonna outline what kind of things 
EMs can actually do :

○  Clean your waste waters

○ Making the soil richer in nutrients

○ Making stagnant / smelling  
water pools clear again

○ Eradicating visible and smelling  
moulds from a house wall

○ Making Bokashi (decomposing method 
with more nutrients and less greenhouse 
gases)

○ Destroying the smell of ammoniac 
 in stables

○ Healing some skin conditions (excema) 

○ Healing some stomach problems 
(diarrhea)

And the Internet is full of other differ-
ent purposes where you can use EMs !  
But let’s get into the recipe now - this is 
how you create your own colony of effective  
micro-organisms !
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Preparing cloudy water

○  Put a bunch of (ecological) rice 
and natural or boiled water (to avoid 
chlorine) to a jar, and shake them 
for a good while. After the water has 
turned cloudy take the rice away.

○ Put the water into a glass jar, 
and cover the jar loosely (to avoid 
bigger things crawling in, and to 
let the air flow). Let the jar stay 
for 3–6 days in room temp (20–30 de-
grees).

○ You’ll know how many days you 
have to keep it standing and that 
it’s ready when you have three, nice 
layers in the glass jar. There’s a 
film on the surface, there’s the 
cloudy water and then there’s some 
solid sediments at the bottom.

Preparing the “cheese”

○ We want to get rid of the two 
thin layers on the surface and the 
bottom and work only with the cloudy 
water in the middle. So you take the 
film away with a clean spoon and then 
filter the rest through a cloth, or 
you can use a sirring to remove only  
the middle part. 

○  Put the filtered water in a big-
ger container and add 10 parts of 
milk. So to 1 liter of cloudy water 
you add 10 liters of milk. The milk 
shouldn’t be UHT, and if it’s or-
ganic it’s better. Lactic Acid Bac-
terias are one of the microorganism 
species we want to gather, so thats 
why we add milk. 

○  Cover the container loosely, and put 
it into a warm, shady place for ~10 days.

○ After 10 days you will have a 
wobbly layer of “cheese” floating on 
the surface and the water has turned 
a bit yellow. Again we want to get 
rid of the solid part – so you can 
take most of it with a big spoon 
and filter this, and then when there 

isonly a bit of cheese left, you can 
filter the rest of the water (e.g. 
use a towel). Be careful to sieve out 
all the white cheese bits from your 
liquid. Animals will be happy to eat 
this cheese.

Now you have your own colony 
of EM!

○ You can store it in a fridge for 
a year or longer. You can keep it in 
an airtight plastic bottle, or in a 
container with an airlock. (From the 
plastic bottle you should squeeze 
the extra air out).

○  Don’t shake it, don’t store it in 
a direct contact with sunlight, and 
it’s good to have a constant tem-
perature. 

○ If you want to store the liquid 
longer, or if you want to make sure 
that it won’t die too soon, you could 
add some sugar molasses in a ratio  
of 1:1 (=as much sugar molasses as you 
have liquid). Be careful to mix the 
molasses properly in order to have  
a homogeneous liquid.

Voluntary part:Activation/
Multiplication 

○ You can use the EM already now, 
but you can also multiply the amount 
of it by “activating” it. To do this, 
you need to add the sugarmolasses 
(as described above in part 3. c) in 
the EM to make the activation work. 

○ Add 20 parts of water to the sug-
ary EM, and leave the container for 
+/- a week in a stable temperature of 
32–35°C. During the multiplying pro-
cess the gases produced as a result 
of the fermentation will need to  be 
released daily; you can either use 
a fermentation pipe, or a lid that 
releases gases without letting air 
inside, or you can release the gas-
es manually. Otherwise the bottles 
will explode. You have multiplied the 
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amount of your EM! You can activate the 
EM only once but the benefit is enor-
mous, cause you have 20 times more EM.

When the pH-value is between 3.5 and 3.9 
the EM are ready to use. If you do not have 
PH test stripes you can check if the liquid 
smells and tastes soursweet. Stored in an 
airtight, dark place the multiplied EM can 
last for months. Even after years, properly 
stored, EM do not turn bad easily. More likely 
is that the mixture becomes more sour with 
time or white flocks (yeast) appear on the 
surface. Both of which are positive signs. If the 
serum starts to smell rotten and the pH-value  
is above 4.0, it is not suitable for any use.

This topic is not discovered very well in a 
scientific way (no wonder, because it could 
accidentally inspire people to solve prob-
lems without having to use some commer-
cial solutions). So this field is very open to 
experimenting by yourself ! There are no very 
fixed amounts of ingredients in the recipes,  
and also the purposes of use and the pre-
paring methods have a little bit of variation.  
But this is quite a common method tested by 
various DIY experts – at least by the RtF work-
shop keepers. ;) 

➡ Please check out the HOW TO CULTIVATE EM ZINE 
ON RESISTE.SQUAT.NET. THERE YOU FIND A DETAILED 
DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION ABOUT EM WITH MANUAL ! 

➡ https://resiste.squat.net/uploads/2014/11/how-to-
cultivate-EM.pdf

WORKSHOP WEBSITE 
The aim of this working group meeting is  

to inform about the current situation of the website 
so all uf us have the same state of knowledge and 
to decide together what we want to do further.  
At the moment we have two websites - the old and 
a new one..

➡ Old adress : reclaimthefields.org 
➡ New adress : reclaimthefields.noflag.org.uk 

We decided to create a new website because  
the structure of the old one was hard to handle. 
The new website is more user-friendly and is 
based on Wordpress. You need a password to 
put information on the website or change stuff.
At the moment it's inconvenient because  
we use two websites. and curently  both of 
them don't work properly - new information 
has to be uploaded in two places to reach 
people as not many people know about the 
new one. For ex. the basic information for this 
assembly were put on the old page with a link 
to the new website, were people could find 
more information. Therefore it would be better 
to have just one website in the future.  
Besides that it's important to form a website 
working group and involve more people that 
will manage the website/put infos online. We 
also need a discussion about what we want to 
publish on the website, which political calls to 
demos. Only calls coming from RtF network, 
related to RtF, or something else aslo.  
At the moment we only publish infos to such 
events if they come from the RtF constellation  
or if we give a statement. .

The new website will have the following structure  : 

[HOME]  
Latest news and things we want to highlight

[WHO WE ARE]  
With subsection :  

About, Working groups, Stars  
and regional groups presentation 

[HISTORY]  
With subsection :  

Assemblies, Camps, Actions/Events, Powerpoint 
presentation

[NEWS AND MOBILISATION]

[RESOURCES]  
With subsection :   

Bulletins, Imag(e)inary, Flyers/Materials
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[GET INVOLVED]  
With subsection :  

Email lists, Contact

[OTHER VERY IMPORTANT MENU SECTION]  
Like Next Assembly or Next Camp. 

Most of the content in the old website is al-
ready moved to the new one, but we still 
need to check everything. Each article or 
page can be published or translated in one 
of the 8 languages installed at the moment. 
➡ There will be written tutorials to help editors 
with putting information on the website. If someone 
wants to be an editor of the website, should write to 
contactrtf@riseup.net.

— 
How to better organise solidarity 
among stars of the constellation 

in situations of repression?

Lately there have been several instanc-
es of state repression against people belong-
ing to the RTF constellation, among them 
the case of two persons from Warsaw's ROD 
collective who have been charged with ter-
rorism. We find there were few reactions and 
little mobilisation when the news was learnt. 
We listened to several persons/groups within 
the RTF constellation who were hit by state re-
pression (Nantes legal team, antiGMO in Zurich, 
Warsaw anarchists, Roya valley migrant support). 
We thought about how we could strengthen our 
solidarity and reaction time in the face of emer-
gency situations. The suggestion of using RTF 
money was discussed then abandoned, and we 

stressed instead other proposals having 
more to do with improving communication  
(which in turn may make money collections easier).

How can RTF support  
these groups :

COMMUNICATION SUPPORT

We need to improve our means of com-
munication (deleting useless mailing lists, 
checking that everyone is signed up to the 
european list...)

DECENTRALISED OR COORDINATED 
ACTIONS

Support by way of letters, e-mail, pictures  
of actions is very important as it fosters the feel-
ing of being part of a movement.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Making decisions about the money in the RTF 
account outside of assemblies is complicated. 
The question is raised whether we might ded-
icate a specific amount to solidarity in order to 
support a star in an emergency. But it may be 
tricky for those having to make the decision who 
is or isn't a star, and what qualifies as an emergency.

Repression and 
ways to support 
each other
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Collective farm of Joran (type of 
wind) and LUPIN group - Switzerland

Based in north of Lausanne on the first 
slopes of Jura mountains. It's a collective 
of 10 people they started 4 years ago. 
They started to grow vegetables for 
subsistance. Also corn tranformed into 
polenta and  soy transformed into tofu, 
both for sale and self-subsistance.  
Last year they started to buy land, before 
they cultivated land of other farmers. 
Now they have more land and will 
continue growing this, but start growing 
more vegetables and start a CSA. In 
autumn they started to work collectively 
on these new projects; they formed 
different working groups. Also they work 
on the topic of collective access to land 
(at the moment it's not possible in swiss 
to own land collectively). They will also 
grow different types of wheat, mustard 
and poppy plants. Everything produced at 
the farm is transformed and sold directly. 

Some people from this agricultural 
region but also people from cities around 
formed a group that works on the topic of 
GMOs & anti-GMO struggles and made an 
info tour. After the tour, the group LUPIN 
(french acronym for peasant struggle 
against industrialization) formed.  
The goal is to keep giving strength to 
the position against GMOs. Also, they 
spread info through a zine called Rhizom 
and published in three languages. 

➡ Contact : info-gmo@riseup.net

Caravane intergalactique

(See the text in the bulletin)

Rocalet – La Terre des Louves (land 
of the wolves)

Rocalet e is a  collective farm in a 
beautiful valley in Southern France.  
There is a house with some land and 
currently 4 people living there. All of 
them have legally equal share of the 
land. They're doing agricultural stuff, 
workshops and events. For the future 
they plan a zine distribution center, 
workshop spaces, more events !  
There are two big events this summer 
2017  : one in June where old barn can  
be fixed together, and one in August 
which an Anarchist Garthering.  
Rocalet isa place for activists to come  
to relax or even to join, you are welcome ! 
➡ Questions ? Rocalet@riseup.net

"Farmvisit" Eulenhof, Möhlin, 
Switzerland

We organize a Farmmeeting, on the 
weekend of pentecost on the Farm 
Eulenhof in Möhlin (Switzerland).  
We gona work together on the Farm,  
do more, talk less ! A farm member gona 
give us a Guided Tour. They have a CSA 
project and produce Vegetabels, Fruits 
and Berries, keep Sheep and Bees.  
Our intention is also to meet and connect 
people and to exchange Experiences.  
We will organize lectures and discussions 
probably about Acces to Land, Collective 
Farming and the Swiss Law about 
Protection of the Possession  
and Access to Land for Farmers.  
We will inform you as soon as we have 
fixed a Date and more Details... 
➡ Interested? write to kay.pfister@lavache.com

Presentation  
of stars
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Caracoles Sagar, a farm in Eastern 
France

Caracoles in spanish means snails - 
because snails never build a bigger 
shelter than they need. And Sagar is 
a local word for lumberjack in this part  
of France covered by the forest.   
We’re a self-organizing association 
in Vosges mountains. The idea of the 
project is to develop an alternative space 
and to get rid of private property.  
The people who are involved 
are members of the association, 
at least for now. 

The association was founded in 2012, 
and they bought some land in 2014. 
They are practising permaculture, 
traditional gardening and fruit growing. 
They’re selling some of the food and 
some of it is for own use. They’re 
doing construction and renovations 
also. The living space is communal. 

One big part of the project is production 
of seeds and distribution of them for 
free. The association organize events 
of this topic, and also festivals and 
concerts to get money for the association 
and to gain visibility. With motivation, 
willingness and efforts you can integrate 
the project, because this place wants  
to support the idea you don’t have to 
have private property to do things.  
Everybody is welcome to visit the place. 
➡ Contact : caracolessagar@riseup.net

ROD collective, social garden in 
Warsaw, Poland 

ROD is one of the first projects like this 
in Poland. It is a social garden and a 
social space. Last year ROD hosted the 
RtF assembly. This winter there were 
some problems when the land owner 
wanted to make the gardens to be a 
parking place and the city put a lot of 
pressure and repression to the squatters. 
Since that there are two comrades in jail 
so here is a chance to make different 

solidarity actions all over Europe. 

They would love to have visitors! 
ROD gardens are a great place to be 
creative: there is no access to water or 
electricity, so you can learn how to build 
for example cool different DIY energy 
and off-grid solutions. The houses are 
isolated, and they have stoves, so even 
during the winter you won’t be freezing. 
;) There are people into many different 
areas: some are into publications, 
seeds, or food sovereignty, so you’ll 
most probably find something for you. 

Ecotopia Bike Tour, Europe
Ecotopia Bike Tour is a self-organized, 
international community that has been 
organizing a yearly bicycle tour in 
different regions of Europe since 1990. 
During the tour we visit environmental 
and social projects and practice forms of 
activism and sustainable living. We follow 
a vegan diet, practice consensus decision 
making, and share skills by doing 
workshops. Ecotopia Biketour is  
for anyone interested in travelling by bike, 
community life, DIY, environmentalism, 
and learning by experience. 
➡ More informations : www.ecotopiabiketour.net  
➡ Contact : 2017@ecotopiabiketour.net

Bure, France, Antinuclear project
RtF group in Eastern France is  
under construction. 

There has been 20 years of struggle to 
protest against a state project which 
wants to put nuclear waste of France in 
underground, in a little village called 
Bure (80 inhabitants). Since the summer 
2016 there has been a forest occupation 
to protect the forest from the works 
of the nuclear company. The agency of 
ANDRA started to try to cut the forest in 
summer 2016, there was a big prostest 
and a lot of people stayed in the forest 
for three weeks. In August Andra built 
a 1 km long concrete wall which was 
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destroyed by protesters short after the 
construction. Andra owns a lot of forests 
and also a lot of land (fields).  
But there is 2 hectares of squatted land 
since the spring 2016 for cultivation !  
And in the forest there are still people 
who are building houses and doing 
things. Every Sunday there are open 
trainings to block the work and meetings 
of defending the forest. There will be  
an action week on 14–18 of February,  
and there will be a big demonstration  
on the 18th – welcome !

Mobilization event at the border  
of France and Italy

There is a complex situation of migration, 
so people wanted to act. Therefore an 
event called Mobilisation Internationale 
á la Frontiere Franco Italienne will be 
held on 15-16 of April 2017. There will be 
concerts, workshops, meetings and food. 
Welcome to fight the borders and show 
your support !  
➡ To get more info, you can contact 
mobilisationinternationale2017@riseup.net 

Bakery in Calais,France
There is a small self organized bakery 
in the city of Calais, where are many 
migrants without many possibilities.  
The aim of the bakery is to make money 
by selling bread in order to help people 
to find a place to stay in the city center.

Acasa Social Center in Cluj, 
Romania

Acasa is a social center or an 
anarchist house with 10 people. 
There are many different initiatives 
around this space : mobile kitchen, 
infrastructure collective etc. They 
also have some small gardens and 
we take part in some community 
gardens. A lot of events include 
themes around food, and for example 
they make bread and beer. 

The people of Acasa would like  
to start CSA (community supported 
agriculture) in the village  
and educational gardening  
with schools nearby.  
➡ More info on acasacluj.noblogs.org  
➡ Contact  : casa.fara.nume@riseup.net

Rosia Montana updates, Romania
It was the biggest proposed Gold mine 
project in Europe and after a lot  
of struggles it was rejected because  
of public pressure in the end of 2015.  

But the same company develops  
other mine projects all the time.  
Many of them are in the beginning  
but they have many permits already.  
And for now they’re not facing any  
local resistance, partly because there  
are almost no inhabitants like 
in Rosia Montana there were.  
Some connections have been built 
from Romania to Greece also because 
the same company is building there.
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We have visited a bakery cooperative whose 

idea was born about 5 years ago.

Visit of 
the bakery 
”BACKHAUS”

Today, 3 people take care of the project and bake bread 
every Tuesday andThursday : 80kg of bread a day - the 
maximum that was baked in one day was 120kgof 

bread. A person also uses the residual heat to bake pumpernick-
el. Their idea is to bake bread only with sourdough, which they 
themselvesmultiply. This is not always easy, especially in winter 
temperatures. The basisis wheat grains, which are cold-milled 
with a ZENTROFAN mill, which allows separationof 
the different layers of the grain rather than crushing 
them.

Operation of the association : The bread is 
distributed to the same peoplethroughout the year.  
All people involved in the project (bakers and those 
whoreceive the bread) meet once a year. Togeth-
er they decide what to buy and howthey can share 
the costs (which sum can everyone contribute).  
This way the courseof the year is planned. The project is 
still developing: currently, the bakery is only used regular-
lyon two days a week and there is only one distribution day 
per week. In the longterm the idea is that the place is more 
open, that there are workshops aroundthe production of 
bread, cultivation of natural sourdough, discussions about-
the prices paid to the peasants, etc. People learn here from each 
other andfrom the mistakes. 

At the moment, it is difficult to find skilled bakers whoare well 
acquainted with sourdough and are used to baking with a wood 
oven.According to the laws of food, people in Germany are only 
allowed to sell bakedgoods with a baker's degree or a farmer's 
degree. It was a very nice visit tothis nice little project.

GARTENCOOP
8 years ago the idea of the 

garden coop was born. In 2011 
land was then found and the 
cultivation could begin. When the 
cooperative was founded, there 
were 170 members, now 300.  
They were inspired by the 
experience of the Jardins de 
Cocagne in Geneva and are now 
inspiring other projects. Seven 
people are currently working  
in various jobs, which makes up 
five full-time jobs. It is a place 
to produce for the autonomous 
food supply, but not a common 
place of residence, which is a 
limit of the project, which does 
not necessarily have a dimension 
of social-, energetic- or living-
autonomy. A few animals live on 
the land, but only vegetables 
and cereals are produced. 
The cows should live long and 
beautiful to produce good 
dung and mow the meadows.

 There is no land or 
infrastructure such as buildings 
and everything they own is 
in the common property of 
the association (material, 
greenhouses, etc.). Members 
are families, collectives and 
individuals, which includes 

approximately 700 people. 
They lend the Garten Coop 400 

euros (adapted to their financial 
situation) to become a member 
and pay about 20 euros per week 
for the ongoing investments 
and the wages of the gardeners. 
Members are expected to have 
at least five assignments a year 
(one for the distribution and four 
on the farm: half-day harvesting 
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The farm Luzernenhof produces milk & milkprod-
ucts, meat & sausage, cereals, honey and 50 differ-
ent vegetables for the people in the region. Since 

2012, the Luzernerhof is managed and inhabited by a group 
of farmers, gardeners and cheesemakers. The Bioland cer-
tified farm is run as a Community Supported Agriculture. 
The land and the economic buildings have been bought by the 
KulturlandGenossenschaft so that they can be preserved and 
used for agricultural purposes and cannot be inherited or sold. 
The dwelling house was acquired through the Mietshäuser-
syndikat and is thus bought free from the real estate market.  
Revenues from agriculture are used to cover the costs  
(rent, additional food, etc.) of the people working in the farm,  
as well as distributed according to their needs. In addition, 
people working on the farm also go outside to wage work, 
while the farm itself carries on. In order to meet the needs of 
the consumers of the farm products, an online order list as 
well as indicative prices for the respective foods is provided. 

To calculate these indicative prices, the farm´s annual 
total costs are calculated and compared with the monetary 
value of the farm products paid by consumers in an organ-
ic supermarket. From the resulting difference, a percentage 
value that has to be add to the organic supermarket prices in 
order to enable cost-covering production. On the basis of the 
recommended but not fixed indicative prices, farm product 
consumers can freely determine their monetary contribu-
tions themselves. 

Through the online ordering, the farm products are dis-
tributed according to consumer´s needs, so that the foods get 
in sufficient quantities where they are also consumed. 

and equipping the vegetables). 
This means that there is help  
on the farm 2 to 3 times a week.

The distribution is organized 
by the members themselves: 
the vegetables are taken by 
car from the farm to Freiburg, 
where they are distributed 
with bicycles in 15 distribution 
centers in the city. Every 15 days 
there is a coordination meeting 
between the cooperative and 
its members, the gardeners 
and a support group (which 
assumes many administrative 
tasks, for example).

Cultivation in the open field : 
There is a rotation cycle  
of 12 years that includes 4 years 
vegetable production  
and 2 years of green manures 
 and restarts every 6 years.  
The system is very sophisticated 
with a division of the fields in 
parcels of 400 ares. For the four 
greenhouses, which are divided 
into 8 blocks of 200 ares, there 
is a rotation of 8 years with 
crops such as corn, cucumbers, 
egg plants, tomatoes, beans ... 
There are NO F1-hybridseeds 
(only seed genuine sorts) and 
over 500 different varieties.
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The discussion was held in two parts. 
The first day, a discussion took place 
around the themes of what a camp is, 
why organize one, and what kind of mo-
tivations we have for the next months. 
A few propositions emerged from the 
discussion: 

○ Doing somethting around 
the destruction of a primal 
forest in Poland (2017)

○ Organize a camp in Portugal 
trying to mobilize our not so 
strong network there (2018)

○ Organize a caravan that would 
travel between the different 
collectives and struggles  
for the 10 years anniversary  
of RTF (2019)

○ A caravan traveling 
through France via Germany 
to Poland to participate 

in a camp (2017)  

○ A camp around the anti-GMO 
fight in Switzerland (see 2018) 

○ A camp in connection 
with the climate camp in 
the Czech Republic (2017 
but little information)  

○ A barrio RtF on agriculture at 
the large Klimacamp in Cologne 
during summer (2017)  

Several options were excluded (out 
of the French-German center of the 
network, there was also the feeling, 
not necessarily relevant to contrib-
ute to a climate camp due to bad 
experiences). The only option that 
seems realistic for 2017 is that of 
a camp in Poland regarding the pri-
meval forest. A small group (4-5) 
with motivation and time this year 
has formed
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MUSHROOM wORKSHOP
We had a two parts workshop about 

mushroom production, mixing theoret-
ical and practical skills. If you want to go 
deeper in it, see the complete version of the 
notes and also zines like Radical Mycology  
(https://radicalmycology.files.wordpress.
com/2011/02/slf-final-1-1.pdf ).

Just to say that developping our knowledge 
about the mycelium can be very usefull, not 
just because is so exciting and interesting, but 
also in the context of food autonomy and even 
for massive production. And it seems to be not 
so difficult... let's go further ! 

RtF FRANCOPHONE
The French-language group gathered 

and discussed various issues: 

○ Organisation problems that occurred 
during the latest francophone assembly 
and whether it makes sense to carry on 
on that basis. A group was formed to talk 
about RTF and integrate new people; so 
it is suggested the francophone meetings 
could from now on be merged with these 
moments of sharing and transmission.

○ Local groups are constituted 
(Southeast, Greater-East) and the places 
where networks similar to RTF exist 
(Switzerland, Southwest) : it is important 
to maintain the links between these 
groups, whether they officially called RTF or not !

DISCUSSION  
ABOUT SEEDS

Goal of the discussion was, among 
others, to build a network, to 
inform each other about seeds we 
have acces to, as well as findig ways 
and means to share seeds. For new 
projects, new born stars, support is 
important when they start producing 
food, to have an starting position 
for producing their own seeds. 

Another goal would be, to discuss 
about how we can work together with 
the farmers around us, and to find 
out, how we can support them in 
changing their way of production, 
away from industrial seeds, to seeds, 
they can reproduce every year. After 
a round about different experiences 
with seed production in Poland, 
France, Romania, we went on talkin 
about these topics.

○ Regarding the the proposal of creating 
a platform to exchange experiences with 
seeds, as well as the idea of producing 
seeds for people in the network, which 
need it. 

RtF might not get to be a exchang-
ing network on a grand scale, but 
it can ease the communication with 
and the acces to those networks (like 
Kokopelli or Peliti), and organise 
time for that during the assemblies.  

 
➡ We can also exchange and discuss via the existing 
list : reclaimtheseeds[AT]lists.reclaimthefields.org.  
Its made for that, but wasnt so activ in the past years, 
would be nice to reanimate it. 
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○ Regarding the idea to discuss this with 
farmers :

It is important to us, to be care-
ful, when we offer our seeds to pros.  
It is technically challenging to pro-
duce seeds and to avoid contamination.

To ask ourself, with what legitimacy 
we distribute our seeds, to take some 
years to adopt this knowledge, before 
we tell people what to do. It is im-
portant to not be condescending towards 
the farmers, and first of all, try to 
understand, why they use this seeds and 
not the traditional ones.

There are legal reasons (in France the 
law is more severe for the pros, which 
are theoretically not allowed to use 
seed that is not registered in the of-
ficial catalogue.. even less to produce 
or resell it to other pros). They act 
illegally if they use this seed, even if 
there are not many controles.

Traditional seed is for farmers 
not avaiable, cause certain criteria 
need to be met, to register a variety  
in the catalogue, and those criteria are 
the ones of the industrial agriculture.

Technically the hybrids are interest-
ing: more stable, more uniform, they al-
low an exact calculation and assessment 
of the earnings of every variety...

If we want to share our justified 
political visions, it is necessary,  
to work on our skills to be able to of-
fer good seed, varieties of which char-
acteristics and potential are known. 
And this takes time.

We can also find out if there ar-
ent farmers, that reproduce seed, and 
if they can share their knowledge with 
farmers and gardeners, that have some 
experience. They can multiplicate their 
seeds year after year without being in 
the network. But how to get in contact? 
It is an important work to gather infor-

mation, and it cannot be done without a 
collective dynamic. In France as in oth-
er countries, there are already active 
networks for these questions, and peo-
ple with clearly identified ressources, 
there it is more easy for new farmers 
to connect. Thats wy it is important to 
support each other and take advantage of 
our tools. To talk about seed during our 
assemblies, to share it and to construct 
our arguments and skills.
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The working group Solidarity Seeds was 
founded at the last assembly in Warsaw. The 
group is working on the topic of autonomous 
food production, especially incrisis and war 
situations, and wants to spread information 
on the situation in Syria. An email list was 
created last winter, but the topic has not been 
much worked on.

However, in Western Austria some solidar-
ity actions have taken place. Individuals from 
the RtF constellation made a seed collecting 
campaign last year and collected self-pro-
duced seeds and money donations through 
solidarity actions. With the help of Syrian  
and Turkish friends, they translated the names 
of vegetable varieties and plants, and the 
seed was passed on to the Syrian network via  
the German-speaking support group.

 Over the past two years, some local net-
works in France, Greece, Germany, etc., 
whichare mostly outsideof RtF, have been 
created and build a network for food sover-
eignty in & around Syria. In France, the sup-
port network has been created mostly over the 
last year. There, many small seed producers 
began to grow seeds for Syria. Therewas also 
a seed cinema, where films were played and 
people were informed about thesituation in 
Syria. For seeds from France, there are contact 
points in Toulouse, Marseille, Paris andsome 
of the Longo Mai farms. The network in Greece 
cultivated some gardens in refugee camps and 
produced seeds. Apart of the produced seeds are 
passed on to Syria. The support group in Germa-
ny is also building a network, where it is a matter 
toproduce seeds and send it to Syria. In addi-
tion, some actions and information events took 
place. For people in the German-speaking world 
it is currently best to contact the cooperative  
Ulmenkrug  in Germany.

During the discussion it was stated :

○ It is important that people continue 
to work on the topic and the network 
is maintained and further developed.

○ Become active : You can,  
for example, organize solidarity 
actions to collect money and seeds. 
If you want to propagate your own 
seeds, you can also contact the 
respective support groups, which 
can give you more information 
and know better what is needed.

○ If you want to produce seeds for Syria, 
contact the respective support groups 
-ask for what is needed. It is also trying 
to produce seeds from Syria here  
and then send it back

Important is to produce common 
varieties : normal tomatoes, normal 
herbs, normal carrots etc ; no rarities  
or less known vegetables (such as physalis 
or yellow watermelons). Experientially, 
it is also useful to produce/send large 
quantities of a variety, rather thansmall 
quantities of many different plants.

➡  If you are interested and have questions, 
please email to solidarityseeds-bounces@lists.
reclaimthefields.org

SOLIDARITY SEEDS
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Local groups
NEWS FROM THE FRENCH GROUPS

The South East regional group's  first 
meeting happened in Marseille, in the 
countryside and then we stayed in a 
popular neigbourghood in marseille, 
had a meeting with a local group fighting 
against high tension electric lines. 
Non mixt group existing within the group 
we talked also about how we as rural 
activists can support migrants. We then 
realised that RTF might not be the best 
network to work on the matter but we 
stay in close contact with other activists 
groups interested in the matter.  
We also reflected on how we create ways 
to communicate, such as posters so that 
we don't  leave the publicspace in french 
rural areas to the extreme right. Ther will 
be a next meeting at the end of february. 

East Group : was created after a meeting 
in Bure in november. We discussed  
what we could do together and we 
decided to meet again in february.  
We want to create a common calendar 
to facilitate support on actions and on 
agricultural work &  also to facilitate 
knowledge sharing on agriculture..

Fourche et champs libre is a network of 
farms that are willing to host people who 
want to train in alternative agriculture. 
Now hosts and trainees joined this year 
so its a good news. So far we are just at a 
French level, but if other people in other 
countries want to join it would be great. 

REGIONAL EASTERNEUROPE NETWORK 

Concerned countries Poland Romania, Slove-
nia and maybe Ukraine. A mailinglist was created 

and a leaflet written.It is in the very beginning and 
we have to start spreading more the information. 
We are trying to reach new groups, so if anyone 
knows people, that might be interested in the pro-
cess, please put them in contact with us  ! 

Weixl, Autriche 
Group created in Nikkitsh in the 
assembly. Until now there was 
one meeting with noting worth 
mentioning. The group is on the way 
to have another meeting this year.

Switzerland 
We call out for support for people who 
were fined after summit against biotech 
in Zurich. In Lausanne, two events are 
coming up around agriculture, organized 
by the Lupen Group, one is a solidarity 
meal,the second one is a collective 
session of radio listening in Geneva.  
We already have an active local group, 
which allowed us to come numerous 
here we'll see if later on we want to call 
ourselves RTF group.

Working groups

Bulletin

F ive or six peoplemet,  we want to focus on 
publishing something quite fast this year.
I f  there are people interested to join the 

team, it  would be great ! !we also need a big 
translation team where we are supposed to 

have support on translation, so join the lsit as well!  
We l l  send call  outfor texts,  so send texts.

Website

We discussed the subject but lacked time 
to f inish.  We decided to change the topics 

bookmarks o make it  more intereactive. 
We need to f inish recuperatingall  thats on 

the old website to f inally have only one 
site!Translation are also needed for the 

website,  i t  s  the only way thesite can also 
l ive,  i f  i t  has a true european dimension.
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Finance

Bank account was opened in switzerland. 
Any request,  or ideas for the group and the 
RTF f inance can be submitted to the group, 

and we can make a formal proposal in  
the next European asssembly. 

Seeds

reclaimtheseeds@lists.reclaimthefields.org  
can be used for support ,  news,  technical 

information on some seeds,  anything  
we want,we just have to use it 

Mailists

Around 20 mail inglists for RTF,  at  the 
european level ,  a lot are unused  

and some l ist  moderators are not active 
 in RTF  anymore. 

The administrators of the unactive l ists wil l 
be contacted to delete the l ists ,  and the 

adress of contact RTF wil l  be administrator 
in every l ist  so that we make sure we don t 
loose access to any of the l ists ,  even if  the 

admin stop participating in RTF .   

G20 mobilisation
A small group met at the assembly to talk 

about G20 (07-08.07.17 big protest on the 
07.07) and COP23 (Germany in november  
& december)

There are three actions planed :  
iThe idea is to block to harbour of 
Hamburg (could be interesting for RTF to 
put out a call out for mobilisation, saying 
why they would support this action). 
And to introduce agricultural issues into 
the blocking of the harbour eg. Against 
agro-industrial industry, and link energy, 
climate and agriculture. And to denounce 
free movement of produce, but not free 
movement of people, and other ideas. 
PROPOSAL PASSED to write and publish 
these texts. A working group will work on 
this text. Request for people to distribute 
this text when it is done.

Next Assembly
For the next assembly we need a place and 

idealy it's a place with interesting agricultur-
al aspects. As usual, it would be good to have 
one group that is organising the infrastructure 
(meeting, sleeping & cooking/eating place). 
And another group that prepares the content/
program of the next assembly. For the pro-
gram all of us are responsible to prepare some  
discussions and also for the facilitation...

The information about how to do these 
things can be passed on from other people 
and groups.

IDEAS :

○ Last year in Warsaw, some 
people came from Slovenia, they 
wereinteresting and it would  
be nice to maintain a link. Would  
be good if they could welcome us. 
Better location for people in the 
east,cheaper transport (good point 
for refunding transport). 

○ Proposal round Portugal, Slovenia 
(Llubljana), Germany around COP23 
(November), probably somewhere 
in SouthEast France where it could 
happen

4 people raised their hands to say they will 

take on organising. Extra people might join 

later (for example, from the mailing list).  

There is a need for more experienced people to 

be involved in theorganising, maybe, because 

3 out of 4 of the people who put theirhands up, 

are people who came for the first time to an 

assembly, andnever organised a RTF assembly 

before.
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PRESENTATION  
ABOUT REPRESSION IN POLAND

3 laws & NO freedom

Surveillance law : Without the permission 
 of the courts, the Internal Security Agency, 
the other intelligence agencies  and police 
can :

○Record your image and voice at any 
time and in any place, public or private

○ Access your correspondence  
of any kind

○ Access and store your  
phone bills, network information 
and other databases

○ Observe your activity in Internet, 
including: checking your searches,  
what kind of websites you visit 
and how often, and accessing  
your facebook or other social 
 media accounts

The Anti-terrorist law :

○ Controlled and imprisoned  
because agents said so

○ No access to documents  
– even for court

○ 4 levels of state of emergency

○ Sacred mystery

○ Shoot to kill

The Public Assemblies Act :

○ Gives to the local authorities  
the right to withdraw permission  
for any public gathering if there 
is to be another one in the same 
time and place.

○The local chief of police has  
a right to cancel any public  
assembly at any time.

○ In some cases, such as the blockade  
of motorway, demonstrators could face 
the anti-terrorist law because  
they “interrupt the economic system 
of the state on a large scale” 
which is a definition of terrorist 
behavior in the law

Police kills people

In 2015   :  
16.000 people complained of police violence,  
but only 5% have been taken into consideration.  
The court found police guilty in two cases
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Repressions in Poland  

and police operation. 

 CHRONOLOGIE

25th of May

 Police arrested 3 anarchists from 

Warsaw and raided 4-times the area of 

ROD collective.

26th of May

First interrogation in Prosecutor Office

August 

Court decided to keep warsaw three  

in the custody for the next 3 months

September 2016

Court accepted bail release – almost 

4800 euro per each in 7 days
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● Preparation   
 Having an outline of the 
program before the meeting

Some infos were not given  
by the old carrot group :  
to be avoided in the future !  
(the most important is the 
access to the web tools

Sad not to have news from  
the German speaking group.  
Maybe next time ask from news 
of the local groups before the 
meetings

We can’t seem to have a real 
preparation of content before 
the assemblies to really go 
deeper on the issues that we are 
interested in. We should ask the 
groups that propose a discussion 
to handle its facilitation.

Encourage people to bring up 
discussions about the daily lives 
and the struggles that they are 
invested in : it’s very interesting 
to hear !

It’s kinda nice to look at the 
local agenda before setting up 
a date for a meeting…

We should insist more on the 
call outs and posters on the 
fact that we can pay for travel 
expenses.

● Logistics
Gluten free food for those who 
need it

Basins for washing up the dishes 
outside of the kitchen

Set up meeting spaces coherent 
with the number of people 
present

● ● Content
Talking about gender issues

More time to do together 
and exchange knowledge,  
having workshops

Less process, more political 
debate, and theoretical 
discussions

More discussions on concrete 
farming realities

Too dense in general : either we 
organise longer assemblies,  
or we prepare less discussions 
with more time to carry them out

 It’s easier to talk RTF structure 
when we already presented 
 the stars, it put the people 
before the structure !

Too bad that we didn’t have  
a discussion after the farm visits, 
to share what we’ve seen  
and the questions that rose

For the next assembly, 
Mikalice is willing to organize 
a discussion on farming and 
gender or on collective farms

● Facilitation
The facilitation workshop  
the first day was nice to remind 
ourselves of certain things  
about facilitation

Making clearer proposal when 
we speak

Why can’t we start on time ?!

Very few people present for  
the discussions : how do we do 
to be wore focused, involved  
in our own discussions  
and thought processes ?

More game and energizers !

Better focus needed on decision 
making ! ● 

● Common life
Tasks were not share equally : 
some people did too much 
and others too little. Next year 
we could make the tasks that 
nobody took on more visible
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It’s not about psychedelic 
mushrooms ! But methods of 

growing are similar, depending 
on the type of mushroom, even 

for massive production  

➡  You can find some tips and a lot of info, together 
with visionary analysis and interesting thoughts, in 
the zine Radical Mycology (https://radicalmycology.
files.wordpress.com/2011/02/slf-final-1-1.pdf).  

Mushrooms that grows in the nature 
are mainly decomposing the matter.  
They are at the base of life: they break 
materials like lignin, cellulose and min-
erals and split complex elements 
into smaller chemical substances 
that are beneficial not only for the 
organism itself, but also more eas-
ily absorbed from the organisms 
in the surrounding environment.  
What we call mushroom, is just the visible 
part of a very extended system of roots (hy-
phae) called mycelium, which is the actual 
organism.

The first production in the world is the 
so called champignon (agaricus bisporus) 
and the second one is the oyster mushroom 
(pleurotus ostreatus). These are quite easy  
to grow, that’s why the industry produce them 
on a large scale, but every mushroom can  
be grown, some have just more requirements.

What we do when cloning a mushroom, 
is to take a piece from the inside of a forest 
mushroom (or a cultivated one) and provide it 

with perfect conditions, so that the mycelium 
still contained in it can reproduce itself, until 
is so extended that can create the carpophore 
(mushrooms) that we all like. The mush-
rooms in fact, are just the fruiting bodies over 
which the spores are produced and released 
(in order for the organism to spread around 
and reproduce). Spores are sort of seeds  
of the mycelium. To achieve the reproduc-
tion, we'll transfer the mycelium in different 
substrates, to help it having all the nutrients 
to develop. So the process we have to follow  
is going in the nature, take an edible mushroom  
and reproduce the mycelium of it.

The saprophyte mycelium like to eat dead 
material that contains a lot of lignin and cel-
lulose, like decaying wood in forests, and for 
DIY indoor or outdoor production we try to 
reproduce these conditions. We can use dif-
ferent materials as substrate, like used coffee 
ground, straw, sawdust or hay, or inoculate 

the mycelium directly on logs. Of course, 
the final substrate that you'll use will 
depend on the type of mycelium you 

want to reproduce. It’s possible to add 
a little quantity of gypsum, carton, paper 

or newspaper, of course without to much 
ink or glue. The more natural is the substrate 
you'll use, the better will be the results. The 
coffee we take from an expresso coffee-mak-
er or caffettiera has a good amount of water 
inside (moisture), as water has to pass trough 
it. For infusion-like coffee, you'll want to fil-
ter it, letting water out and maybe add a few 
pieces of cardboard. If you recycled the coffee 
ground from your own daily coffee, you want 
to keep it in the fridge, otherwise mold will 
appear. When you squeeze the final substrate 
into your hand, a few drops can go out be-
tween the fingers, but no more.

The following guide is just for experiment 
purpose, to understand how to work with  
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mycelium, and to enjoy to see it growing.  
If you want to have a big production, you will 
probably use a longer process. Anyway, the 
idea at the base of it, is to put a piece of mush-
room inside a jar with sterilized substrate in it,  
and all in a clean environment.

Cleaning

All the process needs quite a good 
rate of cleaning and disinfecting  
of the environment, especially the 
earlier steps (the stronger gets  
the mycelium, the less likely will 
get infected). Clean and disinfect 
your working environment with alcohol:

○ The table : don’t use a wooden one, 
metal or plastic are easier to clean

○ The tools you use (plates, knife, 
cutter) : you can even flame-sterilize 
them with a alcohol burner

○ Your hands : very important,  
you can use an alcohol spray  
for hands or use plastic gloves 

○ The containers you'll use to host 
liquid cultures, grains and substrates 
(petri dish, jars, plastic box, bag or 
bottles) in case you cannot boil them, 
or sterilize them

○ If you can, even the walls and floor, 
and if they are tiled it's even better

○ Cover your hair (a clean T-shirt is 
ok) and beard if you have, put a mask 
(for the breath), put on clean clothes, 
long sleeve t-shirt and ideally take  
a shower before !

If you start from spores - that 
would be the step 0, but instead of 
putting a piece of mushroom, you 
would scratch with a scalpel the 
spore-print of it – it's better to be 
in laboratory conditions, possibly 
using a ventilator with HEPA fil-

ter (it filters 99,9% of bacteria).  
Some uses a plastic box with two 
holes for the hands to work in an en-
vironment that recreate these condi-
tions. It is necessary to take these 
precaution to avoid contaminations 
from other molds.

Practical Part

● Prepare the jar: do a hole in the 
lid with a screwdriver (2-3mm), and 
fit some polyfill (I use cigarette 
filter instead) through it. Seal 
all around the air-filter, top and 
bottom, with white silicon. This 
air-filter will allow air exchange 
with the outside of the jar, but lim-
iting contaminants to go inside. At 
the same time, it creates a low-oxi-
gen environment inside the jar, ben-
eficial for the mycelium to grow.

● Take one small piece from inside 
the stem of a fresh, possibly young 
mushroom (outside parts can contain 
other spores, bacteria, germs that 
can damage our process). Put this 
piece in a petri dish or otherwise 
small jar with a Potato Dextrose Agar 
solution in it, that you previous-
ly sterilized by boiling and cooled 
down at room temperature. This pas-
sage is used to give a very strong 
starter to the mycelium.

● Put cereals grain (barley, wheat, 
rye and many more) under water for 12 
hours. Then, soak the water out and 
close them in the jar with air-fil-
ter. Boil the jar, water at 2/3 of 
it with small flame from 40 up to 
90 minutes.  Cool down at room tem-
perature, then put a piece of the 
inside of a mushroom (or PDA colo-
nized, if you made step 0) inside it, 
leaving the jar open just for a few 
seconds (you don't want contaminants  
to enter it).
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● After around 2 weeks, the jar will 
be fully colonised by the mycelium 
(white fluffy substance growing all 
over) and you can prepare another 
jar in the same way as described 
above, or you can use plastic bottle 
or plastic bag cleaned with alcohol, 
but with your final substrate on it 
(coffee ground, straw, sawdust).  
A few spoons are enough to colonize 
one jar or one bottle, four spoons 
for a plastic bag, ecc. 

As an experiment, you can also skip 
pass 0, putting directly a little 
part of a mushroom in grains or cof-
fee, but that will probably be less 
productive.

● Put the final jar or plastic bag to 
fructification! To achieve this, you 
need some source of light (window 
or bulb), less temperature (base-
ment), more oxygen (you'll open the 
jar) and more moisture (you'll spray 
twice a day with water that you pre-
viously boiled and cool down at room 
temperature). You can use a plastic 
transparent box as fructification 
chamber, this will help moisture 
to be maintained and contaminants  
to be kept out.

Now you can start the production! 
The mycelium can stay alive more 
than a year in the closed jars, but 
it's advised to put it to fructifi-
cation as soon as it's fully col-
onised. In order for the mycelium 
to start producing mushroom, you'll 
need to “stress” it out, so you'll 
change the characteristics of the 
environment (light, oxygen, tempera-
ture, moisture).

In facts, the two processes (colo-
nization of mycelium and mushrooms 
production) needs different condi-
tions. To give an idea:

○ Colonization : low-oxygen rate  
(jars are closed, with air filter) 

 – 25°C - darkness – humidity at 
around 60%-70%

○ Production : high-oxygen rate  
(jars are open) – 15-16°C – light – 
80%-90% humidity 

Other possibilities

○ Liquid culture: you can make it 
(from step 0) or buy it on internet. 
With a very little amount, you 
colonise a lot of material.

○ With liquid culture you can 
inoculate moisted wooden bits inside 
jars and when colonised, insert them 
in a wood log outdoor by drilling 
holes on it. Check the compatibility 
between the mycelium and the 
species of the tree you want  
to colonise. Close the holes with 
natural wax. Depending on how big  
is the trunk, it can take 6 month  
to 3 years to fully colonise, but then 
it will produce mushrooms during  
6 to 9 years. 
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RtF multilingual  
and international

Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, 
Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, 
Swiss, Ukraine, UK, USA,  … The stars of RtF 
appeared once more soooo international at 
the assembly 2017 – wow ! It was really won-
derful to meet people from so many different 
language areas and countries. My sincere 
respect for the great language skills of many  
of you who  are able to talk fluently and under-
standably in several languages ! 

Ecotopia Biketour is a self-organized, inter-
national community that has been organizing 
a yearly bicycle tour in different regions of 
Europe since 1990. During the tour we visit 
environmental and social projects and prac-
tice forms of activism and sustainable living.  
We follow a vegan diet, practice consensus de-
cision making, and share skills by doing work-
shops. Ecotopia Biketour is for anyone inter-
ested in travelling by bike, community life, 
DIY, environmentalism, and learning by ex-
perience. Usually 20–40 people cycle with us 
at the same time. Most people join for some-
where between 2 weeks and 2 months and 
participate in the tour for the first or second 
time. We rarely cycle all together, usually some 
people go ahead in the morning and mark the 
route with arrows on the road. People then 
follow in small groups in their own speed and 
rhythm. We keep distances at a level where no 
particular fitness or experience is necessary.

We try to create a non-hierarchical envi-
ronment by rotating responsibilities, sharing 
skills and respecting personal needs. People 
can sign up for daily tasks (cooking, pulling a 
trailer, marking the route, etc.), but everyone 
can decide individually how much they want 

to do. We meet up every couple of days to talk 
about how it is going and to collectively make 
decisions. It is one of our core values to create 
a non-discriminatory environment.

We cook communally with wood, carry 
all our equipment ourselves, try to buy local  
and organic food and to dumpster-dive where 
possible. Participants are asked to donate 3–5 € 
per day to cover the food costs, but people who 
cannot give this donation are also welcome to join.

➡  In 2017 the biketour will go to Germany, France 
and maybe to Switzerland and eastern Spain. A more 
specific route will be announced on the website as 
soon as it is decided. If you have some recommenda-
tions for projects, groups and events for us to visit on 
the way or would like to help with preparing the tour, 
write to 2017@ecotopiabiketour.net.

RtF sitting on tractors 
against TTIP, Monsanto, 

Bayer et la and fracking 
at the Lake of Constance.

As the three years before, the biggest 
demonstration in the region of Vorarlberg 
(Austria) took place on the 21st of May 2016 in 
Bregenz. But it was new this year that farm-
ers and owners of tractors could be mobilized 
for this day, too. Before the demonstration, 
they gathered and decorated their vehicles 
with straight forward banners, slogans and 
symbols. By the starting time, minimum 32 
tractors formed a sensational caravan and - 
heading to the demonstration area – the car-
avan created a wonderful traffic slow-down in 
the whole city of Bregenz ! So, there were 5000 
people marching through the streets, sing-
ing, shouting, dancing, holding their banners 
and shields into the sky while the great trac-
tor caravan turned many rounds just next to 
the protest march. This was really great fun 
– and the demonstrating crowd was cheer-
ing out loud of happiness for this solidarity  !  
The tractors were honking as loud as they 
could in return !  
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Dear friends, hope you are 
managing to create and 
consolidate your projets, 

wherever you are.  
Keep on going !

This text will try to uptade the evolutions of 
the Caravan, since its been running for some 
years now and is constantly evolving. Also, we 
want to present a new project that, we think, 
are very related to what the RtF people is do-
ing. Lets hope its not too long.

What's up with  
the Caravan ?

The Caravan kept moving, and the dynamic 
is still quite strong; lots of people join or fol-
low its traces on the road... From a collective, 
it became some kind of network built around 
strong affinities, political goals, activities or 
needs. We have been creating ephemeral life 
collectives, from 5 to 10 people in the same 
place, same time, with our functionning 
evolving and, we hope, making daily life easi-
er for all. Then we move and adapt our groups 
depending on what our personal and  collec-
tive goals are...

Geographically, we were a lot to start limit-
ing our movements this last times and  focal-
ize more on defined localities. So we can say 

a lot of things are happening in the south of 
France ! We try to bring together different net-
works, while we are creating ours. Collective 
farms, city squats, isolated people, associative 
world, family, political struggles… Things are 
starting to be very real and strong, there are 
some much things to do ! Sedentary people are 
starting to join the move for specific things, 
 a very important step in our opinion...Its been 
3 years that we create teams to travel south, 
to Spain and Portugal. In more unknown 
land, improvising more and open to meet 
different people. It creates interesting and in-
tense dynamics, where we mix this hyper-ac-
tive life we have with a more traveller's lifestyle. 
Something we noticed lately, is the arrival  
of a strong italian team, that represent some-
times half of our groups. Maybe we will turn 
east soon ? This year, different small groups, that 
some are starting to call collectives were more and 
more clear, and should keep going in 2017 : 

Intergalactic Orchestra :  
Music, music, music !  
We keep it with us by singing, playing, 
learning, sharing music. Traditionnal songs 
mixed with our own lyrics, theory classes, 
improvised chroals... We will meet two 
or three times a year to make residences,  
and the rest of the time, play as much  
as we can...

Anti-repression group : Around a 
fundraising-box, we act on bringing 
financial support to groups or persons 
suffuring repression. Some people also 
keep contact to different regions or 
countires, and reflect on more general 
thematics. Infotours is something  
we could easily do, guess why...

Nomadic peasants : Building our food 
autonomy, supporting isolated farmers  
or collectives, finance our lifes or different 
projets... We are searching how to make 
long-term exchanges around peasantry. 
This will be detailed below.

Some news  
from the 

Intergalactic 
Caravan  
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Back bases and nomadic life :  
We think in how to feel confortable with 
nomadism, develop our own autonomy 
and manage to create links with places 
that could help for basic needs, storage, 
workshops, space for reunions…  
And make it a concrete and fair exchange. 
Some try to create our own collective 
back bases, meaning, to buy land. 

The NEB, NEBula of intergalactic exchanges : 
manages the library, the infokiosk, different 
writing and translations coming from us or 
close people, the gazette... There is people 
working on specific techniques such as 
radio, fotography, video, writing, drawing… 
Maybe soon we will have common tematics to 
share in our own way. And a new library-caravan !   

The moving bakery : A new group freshely 
created ! We now have a functionnal wood-
hoven, that can be used for baking lots of 
bread, but also all kind of hoven-cooking 
(pizza, gratins, cakes, tartes, …). Its too fresh 
to give details on its ambitions and future...

These more formal groups hide a load of 
different things going on, as zad-support, 
feminist self-defense, auto-construction, in-
ternational politics, solitary travelling, re-rit-
ualising moments of life, oranizing parties  
and events… To know better all of this, come 
and spend some time with us !

The nomadic peasants  
and its link with RtF

Of course, you are welcome to join any  
of the groups up there. But this is some-
thing that we would like to present in detail, 
you should feel more concerned (or maybe 
not?). For now, here is the latest text to pres-
ent what we are trying to do. We will write 
more specific texts, such as one for our close 
friends, and people that could join the group.  
Coming soon !

Nomad-peasants is a newly created collec-
tive. We spent some years experimenting all 
kinds of collective exchanges and productions 

with our sedentary comrades, it was time  
to start a new way of sharing work. We move 
from farm to farm, village to village, with 
 the idea of integrating nomadic lifestyle in 
the peasant life. We work with producers,  
and distribute the products while we travel. 
Our presence and actions are usefull to all that 
think going towards feeding a large-scale sup-
port network. Why do we want to produce ?

○ Self-consumption,  
for us and our relatives

○ Financial autonomy of the collective 
(personal and collective needs)

○ Solidarity with peasents following  
our approach and with different social 
and struggling collectives, for social 
transformation

2016 was our first year as nomadic peasants, 
and now, finally, we have the fruit of our labor.  
Our idea is to sell a part of our products to 
refund, adquire agricultural material, and 
support different fund-boxes close to us. Next 
year seems to be a good time to clarify the 
collective goals and functionning, and to ex-
pand the network. Thats why we would like to 
be closer to RtF people ! Finding a way to be 
more in contact, have a common reflection on 
all kind of subjects, seeing at what point this 
could be more present in different regions, 
try to integrate some of you in this thing...  
Some of us will are connected to a local group, 
Radis to Fight (south-east of France local 
group), and some will participate in the cre-
ation of a new group more in the south-west of 
France... Everything is still very new, and this 
can sound a bit confusing. Sorry about that, 
it will evolve and clarify by itself ! Lets hope 
we meet  in person soon, and talk more deeply 
about all these things that are pretty exciting ! 

➡  Rtf groups and people all over europe, good luck ! 
We are here somewhere, if you need something,  
you can write to caravane@riseup.net  
➡  Info-list (mostly in french) : infos-caravane@lists.
riseup.net 
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If a scientific meeting about 
herbal selection, where scientists 
are usually calm, free from 
worries and without asking 
themselves great questions,  
is disturbed the reactions  
are violent to palpable.  
The Repression is painful; 
two people now have  
to take the blame... 

The scientific meeting on 
herbal selection of the Europe-
an Society for Breeding Research 

EUCARPIA was in August 2016 at the ETH 
Zurich (Swiss Federal Institute of Tech-
nology) and was supported by Agroscope 
(center of excellence of the Federation for 
Agricultural Research) and sponsored by 
Syngenta, among others. Another proof 
that these kinds of state institutions 
work together hand in hand with life-de-
stroying multinational corporations of 
agribusiness. Syngenta, one of the world 
's market leaders in seed and chemis-
try, as with Monsanto, is responsible for 
millions of deaths all over the world, 
caused by land grabbing or the massive 
poisoning of the population. They pro-
mote the patenting of seeds and genet-
ically modified plants. These are always 

linked with the growing use of poisons 
bound to combat unwanted plants, fungi 
or animals. They are working intensively 
on the prohibition of the long - standing 
tradition of the multiplication, exchange 
trade and gifting of seeds. By pressur-
ing seed policy and  international trade 
agreements, which only allow patented 

seeds from multinational corporations, 
small-scale farm structures are 
also forced to buy these seeds. 

Of course, these new high-tech 
GM plants are only productive 

(and even then often only in the 
first generation) in combination 

with the massive use of chemical 
pesticides, insecticides and fungicides 
... sold by the same multinational com-
panies. This is an industrial concept, 
for the development of plant clones, in 
search of uniformity and standardiza-
tion. Privatization and the control of all 
living beings by a handful of technocrats 
and industrialists are the consequenc-
es. To expand their monocultures, these 
agroindustrial giants, protected by the 
governments of the exploited produc-
er countries amongst others paramili-
tary groups that kill farmers and activ-
ists who are opposed to the destruction 
of their culture, support expropriations 
and expulsions, and the pollution of air 
and water. Day by day, these peas ants 

Solidarity with the 
resistance to genetic 

engineering  
and its world

DIRT (BAGS) IN THE ETH ZURICH, IN ABUNDANCE
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fight to stay on their land, to maintain 
their autonomy, and not to end up in the 
slums of the big cities. The seed politics 
of agribusiness, whether conventional or 
biological, is only an extension of global 
imperialism and capitalism.

These companies rely on state research, on 
the one hand to develop their products and 
on the other to ensure their own legitimacy 
broadly. The manufacturers of -cide products 
(pesticide, insecticide, fungicide, also called 
death in the bottle) could not portray them-
selves under labels of life sciences, sustain-
able development or progress if the scientists 
who call themselves the saviors of humanity 
or in all modesty eradicators of world hunger 
did not participate. In case we don't get it yet, 
simple amateurs that we are, their research is 
fundamental, neutral and objective. And so 
we do not misunderstand: it is not their re-
sponsibility that big companies find exactly 
that what they need to maximize their inter-
est rates and improve their competitiveness in 
the market. It is undoubtedly this neutrality, 
the link between science and enterprise, as Eu-
carpia describes it. And it is certainly a coin-
cidence that the conference was called Refin-
ing the green gold of genetic resource. We hear 
thisoften enough: that science is disinterested 
and works in the service of the community ; 
that it makes only the connection between 
plants DNA and an oil refinery. Thanks to this 
propaganda, the Federal Council can, on the 
one hand, extend the moratorium on genet-
ic engineering and, in contrast, invest huge 
sums of money into the research program 
PNR 59, whose goal is to break the resistance 
and at the same time, negotiate worldwide 
free trade agreements, which will enable 
the use of genetic engineering in Europe.  
Fairy tale.

"The Art of Bringing Science to Life", that is 
how the EUCARPIA conference identifies its 
relationship to science; not without cynicism. 

Because they are concerned with our lives, it is 
time to fight their science. In the auditorium 
where the conference Genomics and Bioinfor-
matics took place, a group of people invited 
themselves to the party with another mes-
sage and some natural fertilizer for dessert. 
PEASANTS SHIT ON TECHNOSCIENCE. 
With dung and disgusting liquids to heat the 
mood as well as the carpet floor. A banner was 
spread, the graffiti had barely started but the 
conference was interrupted and evacuated 
because of the stench. If these scientists are 
a bit bothered, no matter how rational and 
generous they want to appear, they quickly 
lose their mastery. Their reactions were ob-
tained by physical violence and with verbal 
abuse, which was also saved as written on 
the tweet of one Professor of Neuroscience 
and Nutrition: "Animals! They should all be 
arrested and decapitated. Such idiots should 
be erased from the gene pool... Quickly." 
What more does one need to understand, 
what eugenic views drives these scientists? 
How they imagine animal and / or human 
life, the study of the living, their objectives, 
and their own role in all of this ? What exactly 
stinks here ?

Due to the experienced repression, much seems 
at stake. Two people were arrested by the po-
lice, and were only able to leave after two 
weeks of custody. One of the two was arrested 
for housebreaking, damage to property and 
attempted bodily injury judged on probation. 
The other is still awaiting their judgement. 
The first sentence has fallen and the judicial 
and police costs already amount to around 
5000 CHF. Perhaps a further demand may be 
added by ETH Zurich for compensation…

A HEAVY DEBT BURDEN IS ON 

THE SHOULDERS OF THESE TWO 

COMRADES. IF YOU WANT TO HELP 

THE TWO, YOU CAN SEND MONEY  
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The group LUPIN consists of activists in 
the French-speaking part of Switzerland, 
who are engaged in  practices and reflections 
for the maintenance of peasant agriculture.  
We are a part of, and in solidarity with, the 
struggles against the expansion of the tech-
no-scientific capitalist system that pushes in-
dustrialization, computerization as well as the 
management and control over our ways of life 
and the organization of our daily life. In this 
context, we position ourselves : 

○ Against industrial agriculture, 
agribusiness and biotechnology.

○ For a peasant agriculture,  
that is to say autonomous.

○ For an agriculture of living soils, 
agro-ecology and permaculture.

○ For peasant seeds and agronomy 
that develop on farms  
and not in laboratories.

○ For a diversity of tactics of struggle, 
for direct action and horizontality.

○ For a society without dominance, based 
on solidarity and self-management.

In fact, we do not believe in an agronomy that 
is useful only to the needs of the global industri-
alized agri-food system; An agronomy standard-
ized by reducing scientific protocols from public 
or private research laboratories (if it is still neces-
sary to differentiate them!). Nor do we think that 
the living being is a machine that can be tinkered 
with to satisy hunger for power over human be-
ings and non-humans, the numb or mobile com-
ponents of ecosystems and natural dynamics.  
We refuse to follow a so-called progress ordered by 
the bio-geo-nano-technology sector. Their more 
or less connected but never really intelligent chi-
meras are useless for us. We want to ban them, 
as well as GMOs, from any food or agricultural 
horizon, whatever the method of obtaining these 
patented pesticide clones and other trinkets.

Conversely, we want to strengthen peas-
ant knowledge and know-how from the field.  
We actively support initiatives for free peasant 
seeds and the networks that fight for their main-
tenance in peasant hands. From an agronomic 
point of view, approaches such as agro-ecology or 
permaculture that let things simmer, work with 
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KICKING THEIR SCIENCE  
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not against, inspiration from, not control over, 
the living environment should become central to 
our thinking and acting. Furthermore we should 
create a basis to be more able to emancipate our-
selves and to ensure our livelihood on a large 
scale and in the long term.

Struggle also means (re) constructing the ba-
sis of this subsistence on a daily basis and with-
out dogmatism; to give ourselves the means 
to take back our existence out of the logics  
of domination. In this way, we seek to work on 
our interpersonal relationships, to foster hori-
zontal modes of operation, to accept criticism  
and to question ourselves, to conscientize and de-
construct the privileges and inequalities we convey  
and to oppose the institutions that perpetuate 
and reinforce them. We want to create open spac-
es and moments on an anti-authoritarian basis.

We believe it is relevant to combine con-
structive actions and direct actions of radical 
opposition in order to diversify and strengthen 
our struggles in fields, neighborhoods, country-
side, towns or villages. Thus, this involves the 
sharing of knowledge and experience, block-
ages, non-market exchanges, strikes, collective 
projects, acts of civil disobedience, networking, 
sabotage, the circulation of information, demon-
strations, land occupations or support funds.  
We are in solidarity with all mistrust of regula-
tions, laws, catalogues, sanctions and other mea-
sures of constraint and repression which restrict 
our collective autonomy and self-determination.

Let us be creative and determined against the 
world under techno-scientific control that the 
powers and state institutions allied to the eco-
nomic and industrial elites are trying to impose on us.

We are currently preparing a traveling exhibi-
tion on GMOs and their world, in order to stimu-
late discussion and action wherever we can.

➡  Contact : info-gmo@riseup.net

Read  Rhizome,  

an anarchist newspaper to spread resistance against
Genetic engineering and its world : 
rhizom.noblogs.org

IN GERMAN, ITALIAN AND FRENCH
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As RtF stars, passionate vegetable farmers 
and seed multiplicators, the Syrian network 
for food sovereignty awakened our interest in 
a special way. Through reports within the RtF 
constellation and contact with a support net-
work, we have learned more about the current 
situation in Syria.

Access to seeds is centralized there;  
any reproduction, preservation and exchange 
of seed is made impossible and is usually 
punished - self-determination over one's  
life is thus made impossible. It is exactly this 
self-determination, the possibility of cultivat-
ing food ourselves and ensuring that its mul-
tiplication is a fundamental human right for 
us. We feel deep respect for all those who are 
actively fighting against being restricted in 
this freedom. We can only guess vaguely what 
dangers people take, by sowing seeds in vari-
ous ways in war zones, distributing and repro-
ducing them. There are therefore important 
reasons for us to actively support the network. 
So we just did something !

○ Writing a leaflet to draw attention 
to the situation in Syria and its 
neighbors with a focus on food 
sovereignty

○ Info booth at a demo in Bregenz, 

where seeds (beans, pumpkins, 
soya beans, chard, tomatoes, 
cucumbers, green cabbages, beans 
and rarities) were distributed as well 
as infomaterials on RtF and seed 
solidarity

○ Collecting seed donations  
(mostly self-reproduced seed of 
chard, red, yellow and pink meat 
tomatoes, salad tomatoes, red 
cocktail tomatoes, chillis, sugar 
beets, pumpkin (Hokkaido etc.), 
carrot, parsley)

○ Soli-Crêpes actions for voluntary 
donation

○ Organization of two seed 
and plant replacement markets 
with information corner on the food 
sovereignty network in Syria

RESULT OF THESE SUPPORT ACTIONS

○ Various seeds: The seed was 
labeled and translated into English, 
Turkish and Arabic.

○ Donating money: The money was 
passed on to the support network

○ Many people who are now aware 
of the serious circumstances in 
Syrian war areas v.a. Are more aware 
of the situation surrounding food 
sovereignty.

○ Many people who came into 
contact with the topic (seedfast)  
seed material and have become 
active themselves and still are.

○ Experiences which may/can/should 
be shared, disseminated  
and imitated.

EXPERIENCE REPORT: SOLI-CRÊPES  
& INFO BOOTH

On a rainy day in October, boxes are un-
packed and banners are rolled up. 
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We will make crêpes, inform people, collect 
donations. Shortly before noon the visitors 
are hungry and the first crêpe is prepared.  
The coating can choose any one freely :  
apple sauce, cinnamon and sugar, chocolate 
cream, jam or spicy spreads. A self-made pho-
to album presented the actuality of the issue 
of food sovereignty in crisis and war zones.  
The situation in & around Syria is reported 
and passers-by are informed. There are many 
interesting discussions. 

WHAT WE NEED FOR A CRÊPE ACTION ?

○ Table

○ Tablecloths

○ Crepe cooker

○ large bucket, crêpe dough, ladle

○ Oil and halved potatoes  
for greasing the hot plate

○ plates, napkins

○ coating: apple sauce, cinnamon, 
sugar, chocolate cream, vegetable 
spreads

○ large donation glass

○ Infomaterial for viewing  
and taking away

○ large banner for hanging

○ min. 2 good-natured helpers

Recipe for crêpe 
For the dough

1,5kg spelled fine flour

1l soymilk

1,5 - 2l sparkling mineral water

1 teaspoon salt

70g oil

For covering

applesauce

chocolate cream

cinnamon

sugar

Various vegetable spreads  
and pestos 
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Agenda 2017

12.02 
Seedsharing  

Basel / Switzerland 

14.02 — 18.02  
Actionweek to Bure / France 

18.02  
Demonstration to Bure 

15 — 16.04  
Everybody  

to the italian-french border !

➡ https://mobilisationinternationale2017.noblogs.org/ 
➡ mobilisationinternationale 2017 (facebook) 

➡ Information : mobilisationinternationale2017@riseup.net 

28 — 30.04  
Assembly GMO  

Bretagne

 

20.05  
March against Monsanto,  

Demo to Basel / Switzerland

3 — 5.06 
Farmmeeting / Hoftreffen 
Eulenhof Möhlin / Suisse

Summer 2017  
Ecotopia BikeTour 

➡ Informations : ecotopiabiketour.net

31.07 — 06.08 
Le Bal des Meutes / 

 Seven Days of Anarchy 
 ➡ Informations : Rocalet@riseup.net


